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REDUCTION OF INFINITE DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS TO FINITE
DIMENSIONS: COMPACT CONVERGENCE APPROACH

A. N. CARVALHO!, J. W. CHOLEWA?, G. LOZADA-CRUZ3, AND M. R. T. PRIMO

ABSTRACT. We consider parameter dependent semilinear evolution problems for which, at
the limit value of the parameter, the problem is finite dimensional. We introduce an abstract
functional analytic framework that applies to many problems in the existing literature for
which the study of the asymptotic dynamics can be reduced to finite dimensions via the in-
variant manifold theory. Some practical models are considered to show the wide applicability
of the theory.

1. INTRODUCTION

A number of natural phenomena that appear in various branches of science, such as ecology,
physics, chemistry, economics, neurobiology and many others are modeled by differential
equations. Many of these models fall into a class of semilinear parabolic problems of the
form

hi = DLu+ f(z,u,Vu), z €Q, t > 0,
or (1.1)

3, = 9), 0e€, t>0,
where k € N*, u € RF, 0 C R¥ is a bounded domain with smooth boundary 0f2, L is a second
order elliptic operator, D = diag(dy, ++ ,dy) with d; > 0,1 <i < k,d =min{d; : 1 <i <n},
v is a normal vector to 99, f : Q x R¥ x R¥N — R* and g : R¥ — R¥ are suitably smooth
functions.

Spatial homogenization or local spatial homogenization is a natural phenomenon in many
of the problems with such models. These spatial homogenization or local spatial homoge-
nizations are in general associated to reduction to finite dimensions in relation to the study
of the asymptotic behavior of solutions.

In [19] Conway, Hoff and Smoller considered the case g = 0 and showed that when the
diffusion coefficients are large (d large) the solutions of (1.1) are asymptotic to the solutions
of

du
— = f(u). 1.2
= fw) (12)

Key words and phrases. Asymptotic behavior of solutions, attractors, invariant manifolds, perturbations,
spatial homogeneity.
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When g is a linear function Hale [21], Hale and Rocha in [23] and Carvalho and Hale
[9] showed that if the ‘limiting’ system (an ode) has a compact attractor, for d large the
parabolic system also has a compact attractor that is close to a ‘limit’ one (the same when
g = 0). When f(z,u, Vu) = f(u) and g is nonlinear Carvalho and Primo in [16] showed
that there exists a system of ODEs which describes the asymptotic dynamics of the original
system for large diffusion.

For N = 1 f(z,u,u,) = f(u) and g = 0, Fusco [20] and later Carvalho and Pereira in [13]

and Carvalho in [5] considered the diffusion coefficient of the form a(z,v) with a parameter
v > 0 which is large except in a neighborhood ofa finite number of points where it becomes
small. They showed that the asymptotic dynamics of such reaction diffusion problems can
be described through a system of ordinary differential equations which can be exhibited
explicitly. The case when g is nonlinearis considered in [6] and the extension for higher
dimensional domains of these results appear in Carvalho and Cuminato [10] (planar cell
tissue).

Morita [28] considered dumbbell type domains and g(u) = 0. He studied the long-time
behavior of the bounded solutions and proved the existence of an invariant attracting finite-
dimensional manifold (under suitable assumptions on the nonlinearity). On this manifold
the system is reduced to an explicitly given system of ordinary differential equations. The
dynamics of the reaction-diffusion system is then studied via this system of ODEs, for exam-
ple it is shown that there exist equilibrium solutions of the original system with large spatial
inhomogeneity.

The case when the domain consists of N regions D; , i = 1,--- ,N, connected by thin
channels @Q; j(e) which approach a line segments as ¢ — 0 was considered in [29] by Morita
and Jimbo. They showed that an inertial manifold exists, which is invariant and attracts
solutions exponentially. Moreover the ODE, describing the dynamics on the inertial manifold,
can be given in an explicit form through the analysis of the limit of the manifold as e — 0.

When d = de~@™~1D,  § > 0 and € > 0 is a small parameter, a dumbbell type domain 2.
was considered by Carvalho and Lozada-Cruz in [11, 12]. They proved the convergence of
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator in §2, as ¢ — 0, which enabled them to
show that the asymptotic dynamics of the parabolic equation in this domain is equivalent to
the asymptotic dynamics of a system of two diffusively coupled ordinary differential equations
(here the fact that the diffusivity is large allows for less restrictions on the nonlinearity).

In all these papers a difficult part is to obtain the convergence of eigenvalues and eigen-
functions of the unbounded operator associated with the linear main part in (1.1) and to
apply the theory of invariant manifolds.

In this paper we will work out an appropriate functional setting to treat a broad class
of problems such as spatial homogenization, perturbations problems or air pollution models
besides many of the problems in the literature cited above. This functional setting will
make use concepts like convergence of sequences of elements from different spaces Xg4, d €
[1, 00], compactness of families living in different spaces and first and foremost the concept of
compact convergence for linear operators. Using these concepts we will develop an abstract
approach that will make possible to ‘reduce to finite dimensions’ some infinite-dimensional
evolutionary problems. For their attractors we will show that they are actually contained in
an exponentially attracting finite dimensional Lipschitz manifold of dimension equal to the
dimension of a ‘limit’ space Xs.



We remark that application of invariant manifold technique is possible if the operators
exhibit suitably nice spectral properties (existence of large gaps). Convergence of spectra
with respect to the perturbation parameter is then crucial to describe the limit dynamics
identifying the finite dimensional limiting system. The compact convergence approach devel-

oped in this paper will reduce considerably the work needed to prove the results concerning
convergence of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions and existence of large gaps. In this sense,
the theory developed here generalizes, unifies and simplifies the work done in the above
mentioned literature.

To better explain the ideas this work is divided into two parts that we now describe briefly.
The first part is devoted to the development of the abstract functional analytic framework

to treat the problemof reduction to finite dimensions of semilinear evolution problems using
the invariant manifold theory. We first consider linear operators acting in Banach spaces
that change with a parameter for the situation when the limiting operator (and limiting
space) is finite dimensional. For this situation we introduce the notion and properties of

compact convergence and prove the convergence of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions as well

as the existence of a large gap. We then consider equations involving sectorial operators
with compactly convergent resolvent with the limiting problem being finite dimensional
and construct exponentially attracting invariant manifolds that are the graphs of Lipschitz
continuous maps. Using this we study the convergence of attractors for the associated
nonlinear semigroups.

The second part is devoted to applications. We consider problems originating in ap-
plied sciences such as atmospheric problems and cell tissue modeling using reaction diffusion

equations with large diffusion and show that the relevant asymptotic dynamics can be de-
scribed with the aid of the global attractors of nonlinear semigroups in finite dimensional
spaces (originating from ODE). Using the approach developed in the first part of the paper
we show that the solutions on these attractors actually lie on finite dimensional invariant
manifolds and that these invariant manifolds are near a linear manifold where the limiting
problem is posed. We show that the attractors of the perturbed problems are close to the
attractor for the limiting problem in this linear finite dimensional manifold where the flow is

described by an ODE (explicitly given using the convergence of eigenvalues, eigenfunctions
and the blow up of the gap).

Acknowledgements: The authors would like to thank FAPESP, Brazil, for supporting
their research. Also, the second author would like to acknowledge the hospitality of the
scientist from Instituto de Ciéncias Mateméaticas e de Computagdo, Universidade de Sao
Paulo in Séo Carlos, Brazil and from Universidade Estadual Paulista, Campus de Sao Jose
do Rio Preto, where this work has been carried out.

2. PART I: COMPACT CONVERGENCE AND INVARIANT MANIFOLDS

In this section we introduce the notion and some basic properties of compact convergence
of resolvent for families of closed invertible operators and discuss the continuity of the spec-
tral properties of the operators on this family. We also consider the continuity properties of
of semigroups generated by sectorial operators with compactly convergent resolvent. The lat-
ter implies suitable spectral properties needed to construct finite dimensional exponentially
attracting invariant manifolds and leads to reduction to finite dimensions in some semilinear
problems.
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2.1. Generalities concerning operators with compactly convergent resolvent. In
what follows {Xg4,d € [1,00]} is a family of Banach spaces, for which we assume that X is

finite dimensional, and L(Xy), d € [1,00], denote the spaces of all bounded linear operators
defined on Xy with values in Xj.

For d # oo spaces Xwill in general be infinite dimensional and may vary with d. Following
33], we introduce a family of connecting maps € := {Eq}ae(1,00), Which consists of bounded
linear operators Ey : Xo — Xg, d € [1,00), with the property that

| Equl| x, ares ||lu|lx,, foreach u€ Xu. (2.1)

Using the family of connecting maps we define suitable notions of convergence and com-
pactness concerning sequences of points ug, € Xg, (see (33, 2, 14]).

Definition 2.1. Given us € Xo and given a sequence of points {ugq,} such that d, — oo,
ug, € Xg, and lim, ||ug, — Ea, Usox, =0 we say that ug, converges to us relatively to

the family € and write this as ug, £, Uso OT SIMPLY Ug, —=* Uo.
We say that {uq,} is compact relatively to the family € if and only if for each subsequence

{ua,,} there is a subsequence {ua, } and a certain te € Xoo such that ug, —--* Uso.
J J

With the above notions concerning convergence and compactness of sequences of points
we introduce suitable notions of convergence of bounded linear operators.

Definition 2.2. Given Bo € L(Xo) and given a sequence of operators {Bg,} such that
d, — co and By, € L(Xy,), n € N, we say that {By,} converges to By € L(X) relatively

to the family £, which we denote as Bg, £E, Bo or simply Bg, --» Boo, if and only if

Ug, —-* Uso implies Bg, ug, --* Bootes.

Definition 2.3. Given a sequence of operators {Bg, } such that d,, — co and By, € L(X4,)
are linear and compact, we say that {Ba} converges compactly to a compact linear operator
By € L(Xw), which we denote as Ba, 5 Bs, if and only if the following two conditions
are satisfied:

(ccl) each sequence of the form {Ba,uq,}, where ua, € Xa, and ||ua,|lx,, = 1 for every
n € N, is compact relatively to the family € and

(cc2) Bg, --* Bo.
Our further concern will be families of closed invertible operators with compactly conver-

gent resolvent.

Definition 2.4. Given a family {Aa}aeq 00) Of linear operators Aq : dom(Ag) C Xq — Xgq in
the Banach spaces Xq, d € [1,00), we say that {Ag}deqi,c0) 15 of the class CC (Xa) if and only

if A7' € L(X4) are compact for all d € (1,00) and there exists a finite dimensional Banach
space Xoo, a family & = {E4}dep,e) Of connecting bounded linear maps Eq : Xoo — X4,
d € [1,00), satisfying (2.1) and a linear operator As + Xoo — Xoo such that Ale (Xx)
and A7' -55 AZ

In [2] (see also [14]) families of operators of the latter type have been considered and the
authors proved a number of results involving their spectral properties. The following lemma
is fundamental for this.
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Lemma 2.5. If {Ag}ae(i,00) 8 of the class CC (Xa), then for every d € [1,00] the spectrum
of Aq consists of isolated eigenvalues only.

Given any compact set K C p(As) we have that

Juge»1 Vazax KC p(Ag) (2.2)

and
drrso Jat sup sup II(A = Ad)ex < M. (2.3)

d>2dg \eK
Furthermore, whenever d,, — co, we have

(AM = Ag) Ey too-+(M — Aco) Moe for each ue € Xoo, A € K, (2.4)

and actually
(A= A) -5 (A= Ag)! for every \€ K. (2.5)

Proof. If (2.2) fails then there is a sequence K No (Aq,) 3 k, — k € K. Consequently, there
is a sequence x4, € Xg, for which ||zq, |x,=1and z4, = knAj7 24, By assumption, taking
a subsequence if necessary, 4, --+T for a certain z., € Xo, and Al mg, --+ ALTe. Since
this leads to the condition zo, = kAlz, k is an eigenvalue of A which is absurd.

If (2.3) fails, then there are sequences K > k, — k € K and z4, € Xg, such that
Iza, lx, = 1 and ||(knI — Ag)” Ta, lx, > n. Denoting (k,I — Ag) lzg, =: yn we have

Ynllxs, — 00, knAz Yall, Un — 1Ynllx), Aza. = yall, yn and, taking subsequence
if necessary, we obtain that there exists an element y., € Xo for which kAYeo = Yoo.

However this is again absurd as k cannot be an eigenvalue of A.
Proving (2.4) we denote (A — Ag,) Eq, too =: Wa, to get wa, = AAwa, — AEq,tee.

By (2.3) the sequence of norms {||wg,|| x, } is bounded. By assumption we may thus assume
not loosing generality that ATWa, - 2200 for a certain zo, € Xoo. Since Eg, Uoo--+Us We also
have that AT Ey tooAtoo. This ensures now that wy, --+ws for a certain we € Xx.
By assumption we then have ATwg, --+ AZ Woo and obtain

Woot --Wq, = AAGwg, — AT Egtoo AAWoo — A Ugo.

Therefore te = (A — Aco)We and we get
(AM — Ag)Eg toe = Wa, Woo = (A — Aso) Uo.

To ensure (2.5) we need to show that both conditions required in the Definition 2.3 holds.
As for the condition (ccl) we remark that this is a consequence of the resolvent estimates
and the assumptions concerning the family {Aq}de,o)- Finally, if ug, --+ uo, then the
proof that (Al — Ag,) tua, --+ (A — As)us is fully analogous to the proof of (2.4). 0
Remark 2.6. Note that the convergence in (2.4) is uniform for us varying in compact
subsets of Xo provided that the family {Eq}acpi, 0) 15 bounded; that is || Eq||p(xe,x4) < C for
all d € [1,00] where constant C does not depend on the parameter.

Lemma 2.5 is crucial to exhibit the relevant spectral properties of the considered perturbed
system. Below we use the perturbation theory of linear operators [27] and give some results
which follow from (2.2)-(2.5). We start from a proposition concerning projection operators
and projected spaces.
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Proposition 2.7. Suppose that {Ad}aep,c0) is of the class CC(Xq) and let \ € 0(As).
Then,
i) given sufficiently small § > 0, the operators

Qu)== / (61 — Ade, d € [1,00],
l=|=6

= om

are projections on Xy and
Qa(N) -=» Qoo(X). (2.6)

Furthermore,
i) all the projected spaces Wy(X) := Qq(\)Xq are eventually of the same algebraic dimension;
namely, there exists a certain do > 1 such that

rank(Qq(\)) := dim Wy(\) = dim W(X) =: rank(Qoo())) for all d € [do, 00],

iti) for each us € Woo()) there is a sequence {uq,} such that uq, € Wy, (A), dn — 00 and
Ud, == Uso
iv) given sequences d,, — co and {u, } such that u, € Wy, (A) and ||u,||x,, = 1 for alin €N,
each subsequence {un,} of {un} has a subsequence {uy,} such that un, --+ uc for a certain
Uso € Wea(A).

Proof. Part i) follows from Lemma 2.5 and from [27, Theorem II1.6.17].
ii) If vy,..., vx is a basis for We (A) one can see that, for d suitably large, the elements

Qa(N) Equi. . .,Qa(\) Equy are linearly independent in Wy()). Otherwise we consider the
relation Si a4Qq(N) Eq; = 0, where ri lad]? = 1, and taking subsequences of {af}
convergent to a; (which we denote the same), we get in the limit that 3 lj]? = 1

and 0 = Se] aQa(N) Equ; --+ Fr aj Qo(N)v; = S| @jv;, which is absurd. Hence
rank(Qq())) = rank(Quo(A)). Now,if for some sequence @ — oo we have rank(Qq, (\)) >
rank(Qw(A)), we infer from [27, Lemma IV.2.3] that for each n € N there is a point u, €
Wa, (A) with [|u,||x,, = 1 such that infueq,, (\)Eu, Xoo lun — wl|x,, = 1. Since Qq,(\) are
projections we have Qqg,(\)u, = u, and hence from (2.6) we can assume without loss of
generality that wu, --+ ue for a certain us € Xoo. Then also Qq, (A) un = Un —=+ Qoo (A) Uso,

where Qeo(A\) Uso = Uso € Woo(A) as Quo(A) is a projection, and we get

1= inf —w < un — AN) Eg,
Uso .

wEQu, (Ea, Xoo
[| un ll xa, — | Qa. ( ) dn U ll x,

Since Ej Ue =? Uso, then Qu, (A)Eq, Uso --* Qoo(A)Ues and consequently we infer that
lun — Qa. (XN) Ed, Uso || x,, — 0, which is absurd.

iii) If d,, — oo then Fg, ue --* Uoo and (2.6) implies ug, = Qa, (N) Eq, Uo ~=* Qoo(N)Uco-
Since Quo(A) is a projection and us € We (A) we also have Quo (\)Uoo = Uc Which gives the
result.

iv) Since Qg,are projections we have that Qq, un, = u, for alln € N. By (2.6) we then infer
that any subsequence {un} has a subsequence {uy, } such that u,,--» uc for a certain
Uso € Xoo. Therefore Un, = Quy, Up, == Qoolloe = Uso, which completes the proof. O

1

We will now denote by Os(z) an open ball in the complex plane C of radius ¢ > 0 around
z € C. The next result concerns the convergence of eiganvalues (see [2, 14]).

Corollary 2.8. If {A4}aen,o0) is of the class CC(Xy) then
6



(i) for each \ € 0(A), there exists a sequence d,, — co and A, € 0(Aq,), n € N, such
that \, — \ as n — oo,

(ii) conditions d,, — 00, A, € 0(Ag,), n € Nand \y — A as n — 0 imply that
A € 0(Ax),

Proof. (i) It suffices to note that there is a certain dy > 1 such that for each J > 0 and every
d > dy we have o(Ag) N Os(\) # 0. Indeed, if this is not the case then there are ¢ > 0 and
a sequence d, — oo such that Jier=s(€ — A)"(EI — Ag)~'d¢ = 0 for all n € N. By (2.6) we

then have [i._,_s(§ — A)"(&] — Aco) dé = 0 for all n € N, which is absurd as (£1 — Ao)!
does not have removable singularity at £ = A.

(ii) Let d,, — co, {Mn} C 0(A4,), An — A and let u, € Xg, be the corresponding eigen-
functions with [|u,||x,, = 1. Then u, = M7uy and by assumption there is a subsequence
(denoted the same) such that u, --+ us for a certain us € Xo. By compact convergence
we obtain

Ugo == Up = AAGuy --3 MZuo,
which proves that A € o(A). O

It is reasonable to describe convergence properties of spectral sets in term of the Hausdorff
distance of sets.

Definition 2.9. If V is a metric space and dist(-,-) denotes the metric in V, then the
Hausdorff semidistance dy in V between sets By, By CV is defined as

dy (Bi, Bs) = sup inf dist (by, be)
b1€B, b2€B2

and the Hausdorff distance dist; in V between By, By CV is

dist} (By, By) = dy (Bi, Bs) + dy; (Ba, By).

Given a family of sets {B, : n € NU {oo}} in V we say that {B, : n € NU {oo}} is

upper semicontinuous at co (resp. lower semicontinuous at oo) (resp. continuous at co) if
and only if dg (Bn, Boo) — 0 (resp. dp(Boo, Bn) — 0) (resp. disty (Boo, Bn) — 0).

In a similar manner we define the notion of Hausdorff distance relatively to the family £.

Definition 2.10. For d € [1,00) and for sets By C Xg, Boo C Xo we set

d% (Bg, Boo) = sup inf ||bg — Eabeoll xy; d%; (Boo, Ba) = sup inf ||Egbe — ballx,
by€EBy boo € Boo boo €Boo by€By

and we define the Hausdorff distance dist; (By, By) relative to £ as

dist (Ba, By) = d% (Ba, Bes) + d% (Boos By).

If {B, : n € NU {co}} is a family of sets such that B, C Xa, for each n € N and
d, — co, then we say that {B, : n € NU {co}} is upper semicontinuous at oo (resp. lower
semicontinuous at 00) (resp. continuous at co) relatively to € if and only if d; (By, Bes) — 0

(resp. d% (Boo, Bn) — 0) (resp. distf(Boo, Bn) — 0).

The convergence of spectral sets and subsets of projected spaces can be now concluded as
follows.
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Corollary 2.11. Suppose that {Aa}taep,o0) is of the class CC(Xa). Let Aor, Aoo2, - - - »
Mook

be the all distinct eigenvalues of As and let 6 € (0,1) be such that the balls Os(Aooj),

j=1,...,k are disjoint.
Then,
i) for each R > 0 there exists a certain d(R) > 0 such that for any d > d(R) and each
AE o(Aq)

either A € US_105(Ao;) or |A| > R,
Furthermore,
ii) concerning the spectral sets

of i= 0(A1)NOs(Aocj), gly= o(Aq)\Us_, 07, 05° = {Aj}, 1 <j <k, d €[d(R), 0),
we have that

distf; (af, 05°) —0 asd — oo for each 1 <j <k,
and

inf{|\| : A € of, } = 00 asd — oo, (2.7)

ii) concerning the unit spheres Way = {zq € Wa())) : ||zallx, = 1} in the projected spaces
Wa), d € [d(R), oo], we have that

dist; (We, Woes) — 0 as d — co for each 1 < j < k.

Proof. i) Assume that there is a certain R > 0 and there are sequences d, — oo and {Aq}
such that Ag, € (Ay), [Na] < R and |\g, — Asj| = J. Evidently there is a convergent
subsequence {)\q,}, which via Corollary 2.8 tends to some A € 0(As). However the latter
implies that [A — Aooj| = 0 for every j = 1,...k, which is absurd.

Part ii) follows now immediately from i) and from Corollary 2.8. Finally, part iii) is a
consequence of Proposition 2.7 iii)-iv). O

2.2. Problems involving sectorial operators with compactly convergent resolvent.
In this subsection we consider semilinear equations with sectorial operators possessing com-
pactly convergent resolvent. For these equations we construct exponentially attracting in-
variant manifolds S; as the graphs of the Lipschitz continuous maps 37 defined on a suitably
chosen subspace Yy of Xj.

We start from a lemma concerning linear problems

fig t>0,del,o0),
u(0) = uy € Xy,

(2:8)

where {Aq4}aefi 00) is assumed to fall into a suitable class of linear operators in the Banach
spaces as defined below.

Definition 2.12. Given a family {Aq}aep,o0) of linear operators Aq : dom(Aq) C Xg — Xa
in the Banach spaces Xg4, d € [1,00), we say that {Aa}aeqi,c0) is of the class G(X, c,w) if
and only if for every d € [1,00) the operator Aq : D(Aq) C Xq — Xg4 generates a strongly
continuous semigroup of linear operators {eA: t > 0} C L(X,4) and

led || cxy < cet forall £20, de (1,00), (2.9)

with constants ¢ > 1 and w € R independent of d € 1,00).
8



We say that {Ag}aeii,00) is of the class H(Xq, M, 0) if and only if for each d € (1,00) the
resolvent set p(Aq) of Aq contains the same sector Lg := {A € C : |arg(\)| < § +0} and
moreover M

10 = AD) low < IE for oll A€ Ta de 1,00), (2.10)

where constants 0 € (0,Z) and M > 0 do not depend on d € [1,00).

Evidently G(X, c,w) contains H(Xg4, M,0) as in the latter case operators Aq, d € 1, 00)
generate semigroups {et : ¢ > 0} which are analytic and (2.10) implies (2.9) for some w < 0

and ¢ > 1 (see [26]).

Lemma 2.13. Let {Ag}acq,00) be of the class CC(Xq) NH(Xg4, M,0). Then, for each ux €
Xo, we have

|e?Ege — Ege**"uco|lx, — 0 as d — oo (2.11)

uniformly in compact time intervals away from zero.

Proof. Since Ag is a sectorial operator then for every d € [1, oo] we have
1

edt = — / eM(N — Ag) td), t > 0,
2m Jp

where, by assumption, I" is a contour suitably chosen in Nge1,0010(Aa) (see [26]). For each
r>0we write I = [LN O,(0)]U[L'N(C\ O,(0)] =: TLUT? and observe that

IMe't cos ¢
At —1

sup et N\N— A d\ < —)1 NOT=4) <=with a certain ¢ € (Z,7). With the aid of Lemma 2.5 we also obtain

t>0,

I|eM= Ag) Eatiood — / eM Ey(M = Aco) ucodAllx,
rl Te

¢
Es rf (re? — Ag) Equeo — Ea(re” — Ass) uioo||x,d0 — 0 as d — oo,

-¢
which proves the result. O

Remark 2.14. Note that the convergence in (2.11) is also uniform for u., varying in compact
sets of Xoo provided that the family { Eq} acpi co) Of connecting maps is bounded (Remark 2.6).

Remark 2.15. Using that
1 oo

—Ay) "=| to teddtqy

it follows from Lemma 2.13 that (—Ag)™® --+ (=A) ™® for each a > 0.

In further consideration we will consider perturbed semilinear problems for which we define

some suitable classes of nonlinearities.

Definition 2.16. We say that {Fy}aejo,cc) 15 of the class F (Xa, C) if Fy: Xa — Xq are the

maps in the Banach spaces Xq4, d € [1,00) satisfying

sup sup ||Fa(za)llx, <C
de(1,00) Ta€X4

9



and
| Fa(za) = Fa(ya)llxs < Cla — yallx, for all za, ya € Xa,

with constant C > 0 being independent of d € [1, 00).
If for ali d € [0,00) we have Fy = F and Xq =: X then we say that F 1s of the class

F(X,0).
For d € [1, 00) we consider semilinear Cauchy problems

U = Aqu + Fy(u),
u(0) = uo,

where {Aq} de(1,00) is of the class H(Xq, M, 0) and {Fy}ae(o,00) is of the class F(Xg4, C).
Following [26, Definition 6.1.1] we recall that

(2.12)

Definition 2.17. A set Sy C Xy is an invariant manifold for (2.12) if and only if for each

ug € Sy there is a solution u(t) : R — Xg of (2.12) such that u(0) = ug and u(t) € Sq for
allt € R.

We also recall that
Definition 2.18. If {Sy(t) : t > 0} is the semigroup in Xa, then Ay is a global attractor
for {Sa(t) : t > 0} if and only if Ag is compact invariant and dist 3*(Sa(t) Ba, Aa) — 0 as
t — oo whenever By is bounded in Xq (see [22]).

A set S; C X, is exponentially attracting under {Sq(t) : t > 0} if and only if there is a
certain p > 0 such that ePtdistyy? (S(t) Ba, Sq) — 0 as t — oo whenever By is bounded in Xj.

In what follows our main concern will be to prove the following result.

Theorem 2.19. Suppose that {Fy}qeo,c0) is of the class F(Xq,C) and {Ad}aeqi,o0) is of the
class CC (Xq) NH(Xq4, M, 0).

Choose § > 0 and R > 1 + max{|\o;|,J = 1,...,k} according to Corollary 2.11 and
define the spectral sets

or = {Ad ec (Aq) 5 [Al < R}, d> d(R), (2.13)

and the corresponding projections
1

QaloT) : Xa — Xa, Qalof) = 5), (6 — Ag)~Yd, d= d(R). (2.14)
§l=R

Define also projected spaces
Vy i= Qa(od) (Xa), Za = (I —Qalo7))(Xa), d > d(R), (2.15)

and projected operators
Ay = Adly,, Aj = Adlz,, d > d(R).

Assume finally that the following condition (D) holds:

(D) the semigroups generated by AL, A% with d > d(R) satisfy the estimates

lletetz]x, < MP @H||z|lx,, t<0, 2€Yy
letézx, < Me" 2||x,, t2=0, z€ Zy,

d—oo
where |B(d)] < 8, 0 < v(d) “= oo and M > 1 does not depend on d > d(R).
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Then,
i) for each d sufficiently large there is an invariant manifold Sy for (2.20), which is given
with the aid of a certain Lipschitz continuous map Ly: Yq — Zq as

Sa = {ua € Xq: ua = Qu(0]) (ua) + Zy(Qu(o7)(ua))},

ii) the maps Xf: Yq — Zg4 satisfy the conditions

* * d—
IZ30 == sup [IZ5(ug)llx, = 0 (2.17)

uleyy

and
, ,hI Sa du U

—00
sup

ll alta) Z(t) < L(d) dso 0, (2.18)
ul alevy [lug - glx,

ugFiy

iii) Sy is exponentially attracting.
In particular,

iv) the problem (2.12) generates in Xq a C° semigroup {Sa(t) : t > 0} which has a global
attractor Aq C Sq and the flow on Ay is given by

u(t) = v(t) + Zy(v(t)), teR
where

D = Av + Qu(0}) Fa(v, Zy(v)). (2.19)

Remark 2.20. Note that with the above setup we have that Xq = Y4@® Zq4, that A3 generates
a strongly continuous semigroup on Zg and that A} € L(Y) for every d > d(R). Also note
that, if Aq are all selfadjoint bounded from above operators in Hilbert spaces Xq, d € 1, 00),
and {Aq}aeqi,o0) is of the class CC(Xy) so that Corollary 2.11 applies, then D is satisfied,
which is the case in many applications (see Subsections 3.1 and 3.2). To see that M in (2.16)
can be chosen independently of d one can use the numerical range to estimate the resolvent
of Aq or, when Ay has compact resolvent, to use Fourier series.

Theorem 2.24 will be proved in a sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 2.21. Suppose that {Fy}acp.co) 18 of the class F(Xq,C), {Aa}aef,00) 8 of the class
CC(Xq) NH(Xy, M,0) and the condition D holds. For ug(t) being a solution of (2.12) let

u(t) = Qa(oF) (ua(t)), uit) = (I = Qalog))(ua(t))
and consider the equations

Bi= Abul + Hy(u}), ul), = Au + Ga(ul, ul), (2.20)

where
Hg(uy, ug) = Quo) Faluy, ug), Ga(ug, uf) = (1 = Qa(ol)) Fa(ug, u3)

and oF, Qa(o}) are given by (2.13)-(2.14) with 6 > 0 and R > 0 as in Corollary 2.11.
Then for each d sufficiently large there is an invariant manifold Sq for (2.20) and

Sa = {ua € Xa: ua = Quo) (ua) + T5(Qalo]) (ua) }
where 5: Yq — Zq is a certain Lipschitz map and Yy, Zy4 are as in (2.15).

11



Proof. The proof of this lemma is adapted from [3, 4] and is given here for completeness of

the presentation.
Given any L, D > 0 we define the complete metric space

%g={Z¢: Ys — Za; |Zall € D, |Zaluy) — Za(@)llx, < Lllug — tallx,}

with distance between 4, Ya € X4 given by

[£4 — Sall = sup [|Za(2) — Za(2) | xs:
2€Yy

By assumption there is a certain p > 0 such that for all uj, @) € Yq and ug, 43 € Zq we have

| Haul, ud)llx, € 00 1Galugsud)llx, < 0,

|| Holub, u2) — Hath, 53) 11x, < (lug — @dllx, + lug — agli x.) (2.21)

Gaul, u3) — Gali, 15)x, < o(llug — @gllx, + lug — dallx,)-

Since (D) holds there is a certain dy = do(D, L) > 1 such that for all d > dy we have

oM o(1 + L)M?
7@ <P B@FB@-ea+DM (2.22)

and

Ig(d) := v(d)
Es

(o(1 + LYM — B(d))(7(d) + B(d) — o(1 + L) M)
<1

29
Bld + L)M+MA= D+ BD —e+ DM ~

In what follows we are going to find £ € X, such that, if 7 € R and (¢, £3(¢)) € Ya x Zy,

then the solution of (2.20) starting at ul(7) = ¢ and u3(r) = £3(¢) is such that u3(t) =
T4(ul(t)) for all ¢ > 0 in which case (2.20) reads

ul = Abul + Ha(ul, B5(ud)), 4d = AJuf + Ga(ug, Ty(uy))- (2.24)

Since
,

u3(t) = eMalt=tdyl (tg) + / eta) Gy(uy(s), Th(uy(s)))ds,
to

then, letting to — —oco, we have
t

w(t) = Sh(ul(t) = / MiG (ul(s), Sy(ul(s)))ds,
—o

and

$C) = Ty(ul(r)) = u(r) = / NIG (ul(s), Zi(ub(s)))ds.

The existence of such ©* will follow from the Banach fixed point theorem.
For 7 € R and arbitrary ¢ € Yy, £4 € X4 we denote by uj(t) = 9(t,7,(, Eq) the solution

of
ub = Aub + Hy(ul, Sa(ud)), t <7, uy(r) =¢, (2.25)

and define ®4: Xy — X4 by

04(Za)(€) = / NT Gy(ul(s), Ta(ul(s)))ds. (2.26)

12



Note that by (2.16) we then have

2a) Qllxe < eM[10=ds =

and hence ||®4(Z4)(¢)[|x, < D via (2.22). i
For 2g, Xg € Xq, Ga c Yy denote Ug — Y(t, 7,¢, Za); iy = Y(t, T, Gs Xa). Then

oMa (2.27)

ug — dg = MIC = {) + / ei [Hy(uj(s), Sa(uiy(s))) — Ha(@i(s), Sa(iig(s))))ds
T

and with (2.16), (2.21) we obtain

ly — dial x, < MPOED)¢ = Cx,

+ M / ?DE=9)|| Hy(ul(s), Sa(ul(s))) — Ha(ah(s), Sa(@y(s))) lx, ds

< M PDE) 1¢ — (|x,
+o(1+ L)M / ADE] —

i
x, ds + oM||Zq — Z4|| / PD(t=5) gg.

t

Since for ¢(t) = e PDE=|lu} — @j||x, we have

ot) < MC — Ellx, + oMIa — Ed /TSDC) ds + o(1 + LIM /  p(s)ds,
t it

then
Mo(l1+L)+1

p(1+L)
oM - i _En, = ele +DM=B(d)](r—t)

Now, with the same argument above, it follows that

lua(t) — a(t) lx, < Ig = Cllx, elec HPAI
(2.28)

T

1P(£)(¢) = 2)Ollxs < eM | eT) [(1 + L) lug — Tgllx, + 1a — all] ds

and using (2.28) we get
124(22)(€) = 2(ED)()llxs < IIa = Zall + LDS = Clix, (2.29)

with I5(d) and Ic(d) as in (2.23). Therefore, there is a unique fixed point ®(X3) = &j € Xq4.

Now let (zo, 0) € Sa, Yo = Zi(zo) and let z(t) be the solution of

dz= Agz + Hy(z, Ti(2)), (0) = zo.

This defines a curve (z(t), 5(z5(t)) € Sa, t € R. But there is a solution of

§ = AZy + Ga(zj(t), Z3(=3())),
given by the integral formula

t

y(t) = / MHI Gy (ahs), Tass) ds = T(z),
13



which stays bounded as t — —oo. Therefore, (z(t), Z3(x})), t € R, is a solution of (2.20)
through (zo, yo) and thus Sy, satisfies the requirements of the Definition 2.17. O

Lemma 2.22. Under the assumptions and notation of Lemma 2.21 both (2.17) and (2.18)
hold.

Proof. Note that (2.27) implies
T M

sup 1250) x, = sup [1245 (Q)llxs < oM / 1Drs)gs = LL
CeYy CeYy —oo v(d)

where (d) — 0 as d — co by assumption (D). Using (2.29) we also have

I£5(¢) — Z2(@)lx, = 12a(ZD(C) — 2(ED(Dllx, < LIS = Cll,

with I(d) as in (2.23); i.e. I¢(d) converging to zero as d — oo. O
We now show an exponential attracting property of the invariant manifold constructed in

Lemma 2.21 above.

Lemma 2.23. Under the assumptions and notation of Lemma 2.21 for any 5 > 0 there is

a certain d(5) > 1 such that for all d > d(¥) and for any solution (uy(t),u3(t)), t > to, of
(2.20) we have

lua) — Sauls) lx, $ Me™ ug(to) — Si(ualto))llx,, t > to, (2.30)

where M is a constant appearing in the condition (D).

Proof. Let &4(t) = u3(t) — Z3(ul(t)) and y'(s,t), s < t, be the solution to

t= Ay + Hay, Bay), s <t, y(t t) = u(t).

Then,

ly" (s, 8) — ua(s)llx,
t

< od [OED [14 Dly'(0,8) = wh), + IO, 0) — iO), ]d9

ot

< ont | PDE[(1+ L)ly" (6,8) — ui(®)llx, + 1€a(0)ll x] dO.

and z(s) := e7ADs||y (s,t) — ug(s)|| x, satisfies the relation

2(s) < oM / e=PD|£,(0)||x,d0 + oM (1 + L) / ',2(0) do,
Ss

which implies via Gronwall’s inequality that
t

ly* (s, 8) — ua(s)llxs < ont | e~ PL=eDMO) ig (0) || x,, 5 <1. (2.31)
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Similarly, for s < to < t we also obtain with the aid of (2.31) that

ltaI (5,8) — 4(5, to) xa < lle) [3 (fo, 1) — ug(to)] lx,

+l /i=) [Ha(y*(0, 8), 311 (0, 1) — Ha(y* (0, to), Zi(y" (0, t0))) 1d0| x,
t

< one e~ B)—e(t+LIMIO—t0) || £, (9) || x, dO
to

to

+o(l+ DM / PDO y1(0, 1) — y" (0, to) x,d9
Ej

and using again Gronwall’s inequality we have

ly" (s, 6) = y* (5, to) lx, < 0M? / ePA-eG+DIMIC=2))¢,(0) || x, dF. (2.32)
0

In what follows we estimate £4(t). Note that

Eat) —e"i6, (1) = [Mi) [Gy(ul(s), ui(s)) — Ga(y' (3,1), Tily' (s,1)))]ds
to

- /. a=) Gy(y' (5,1), Ti(y' (5,1) — Galy' (s, to), Ta(y' (s, to) lds.
oo

Thus, using (2.31) and (2.32), we obtain

6a(t) — e*a=¢,(t0) |x,
t

<M[9) jul(s) = y's Dll, + lle) ~ Dito 5,1)lxds
to

to

wom[ely (5,8) = yo, to)+ Ii" (0) = Daly0D] ds

t

SoM [Oey (s)| xds
to

t tsen|ea e~PD=eQ+DMIO-9)| £,(9)|| x, dbds
to Ss

to t

+ oA(1+ L)M? / o—1(@)(t-9) / e~1B@=e(+LIMI0=5) |(9)|, dO,
—0o0 to

so that we get

1€a(t) — eX(k) lx, < oe| e1 DE=9||¢,(s)
to

t 0

+ (1+ LYM? / / D9)1 = 10D =eU+DMIO=9)||¢,(6) 1x, db.
tgJ—o0
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2(1+ L)M?3
Consequently, letting b(d) := oM + ~@ —:a= T+ L)M’

we infer that

t

1€a(t) — ei")(t0) ll x, < b(d) / eT |g4(0) |x, 0.
to

Thus ;

1€a(t) |x, < Me™ DE=1|¢, (ko) x, + b(d) / e109 1£4(0) | x,d0
to

and we conclude that

lea) lx,  M|Ea(to)llx,e OOH),
Since v(d) — oo and b(d) — oM as d — oo the proofis complete. O

Lemma 2.24. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.21 the problem (2.12) generates in Xa,

d>1, a CO semigroup {Sa(t) : t > 0} of global solutions which has a global attractor Aq. For
all d sufficiently large the attractor Aq is contained in the invariant manifold Sq constructed
in Lemma 2.21 and Sy is exponentially attracting,

Proof. By assumption all solutions of (2.12) exist globally in time and are given by the
variation of constants formula

t

u(t) = eMitug + / Ad=9) Fy (u(s))ds, > 0, (2.33)
0

where the linear semigroup {e”’ : ¢ > 0} is asymptotically decaying. Consequently, there is

a bounded set in Xj absorbing bounded sets and, since the resolvent of A, is compact, we
infer that the semigroup Sg(t) : Xa — Xg, t > 0, of global solutions of (2.12) has a global
attractor Ag.

;From Lemma 2.23, we conclude that Ag C Sy. Indeed, if Sa(t)ug = ul(t) + ui(t), where
t € R, denotes the solution passing at ‘time’ zero through a given point ug = wu}, +uly € Ag,

then (2.30) reads

lug (t) — Salut)
Since Ya(uao) = {Sa(t)uqo : t € R} C Ag, then va(uao) is bounded and letting tg — —o0 we
obtain that Sg(t)ua = ul(t) + Zj(ul(t)) € Sa for every ¢ € R, which proves the inclusion.

Finally, if By C Xg is bounded and ug = uj, + uj; € Ba, then using again (2.30) we
conclude that Sg(t)ug = ul(t) + u3(t) satisfies the relation

sup inf ||Sa(t)ua — v|lx, < sup lui (t) — Sy (ug (t) ll x,
uq€By VES ud €Bd

< Me™ sup lluZo = Suan) ll x,
ugo€Ba

Xa < Me™" 0)||ud (to) - = (ug (to) xa» t 2 to. (2.34)

Thus
dist *(Sa(t) Ba, Sa) < ¢(Bg)e™ 7" whenever By is bounded in Xj. (2.35)

and thus the proof is complete. Oo

Remark 2.25. Note that due to Lemma 2.23 the exponent 7 in (2.35) can be chosen as

large as we wish.
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We remark that the above consideration can be generalized to include the case when the
nonlinear term Fy in (2.12) is defined on the fractional power space X¢, a € (0,1).

Definition 2.26. Given one-sided fractional power scales {X$, a > 0} and o € (0,1) we

say that {Fy}aep co) is of the class F(Xg,C) if and only if Fy : X§ — Xq is differentiable
and satisfies

x, <Csup sup || Fu(zaq)
de(l,00) zd€XG

and
| Fa(za) = Fa(ya)llx, < Cllza — yallxg for all x4,ya € X7,

where constant C > 0 is independent of d € [1,00). Of course, the second condition above
implies that SUPye(1 co) SUPyex = | Fy (u)l|oxe x) < C.

In a similar way as in Lemma 2.21 and [26, Theorem 6.1.7] the following result can be
proved.

Proposition 2.27. Suppose that {Fy}qei,c0) 5 of the class F(X§,C), {Aa}den oo) 1s of the
class CC(Xq) NH (X4, M,0) and the condition D holds. For ug(t) being a solution of (2.12)
let

uy(t) = Qa(o]) (wa(t)), uit) = (I — Quo) (ua(t))

and consider the equations

iy = Ajuy + Ha(ug ud), tg = Agug + Galug, ug), (2.36)

where
Hy(ul, u3) = Qa(o)F (uy, ul), Ga(uy, u3) = (1 - Qa(o))F (ul, ud)

and of, Qa(o}) are given by (2.13)-(2.14) with § > 0 and R > 0 as in Corollary 2.11.
Then for all d sufficiently large there is an exponentially attracting invariant manifold

Sa = {ua € Xa : ug = Qa(07]) (ua) + T3(Qal07) (ua) }
for (2.20). The map 3: Yq — Z$ is differentiable,

* * d—oo
IZ2l == sup [[Z3(ug)llxg = 0,

uleyy
* *[~ ~ d—co15 (ug) — Tad) llxg < L(d)llug — @allx,, L(d) ==0

and from this

sup [|Z (ua) ll Lvazg) < L(d) “=° 0.
ug€Yy

3. PART II: APPLICATIONS

In this section we will apply abstract results developed in Section 2 to sample problems
originating in applications. These will be atmospherics’ and cells’ modeling reaction-diffusion
equations.
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3.1. A cell tissue reaction-diffusion problem. In this section we consider a perturbed
one dimensional scalar parabolic equation with Neumann boundary condition and with the
diffusivity being large except in neighborhoods of some chosen points where it becomes small
(see [5, 6, 10, 13, 20]). This situation can be found in modeling of a linearly coupled cell
tissue for which the diffusivity is small in the membranes and large elsewhere.

Consider the problem

(3.1)frugUp)e + fu), z€(0,1),t>0
(0) =u:(1) =0, ¢>0,

where we assume that
(a1) at € C*([0,1],R) and a(x) > 0 for each z € [0,1],
(ag) if 0 = zy < x; <... < T, = 1 is a partition of [0,1], e1,...,en, lo,.. ln, a§,...,08

are positive constants and Ie, oe. Je a2, ce Jal are functions depending on d > 1

and approaching (respectively) lo, ...,, ao,...,a, from above as d — +00, then

> de;, forzi+d M_<z<z—d,i=1,...,n
al(z):={ >dla; forzi—dl<<a<a; +d, i=0,...,n, (3.2)

< dtd, forz; —d Lec <x +d1, 7.=10,,. ... 1,
where we set 29 — dU) =z — dp =0, z,+d,=x,+d',=1,

and
(a3) f:R — Ris a locally Lipschitz function satisfying the dissipativeness condition

lim sup —=f(s)
lsl—o0  S

<0 <0. (3.3)

We remark that the coefficient a? in the interval [0, 1] is thus large except neighborhoods
of some chosen points where it becomes small.

In the analysis of (3.1) out primary concern will be the eigenvalue problem of the Sturmian
type

{ove +u=M, z€(0,1),t>0 (3.4)
uz(0) = ug(1) =0, > 0.

In fact we will show that compact convergence approach of Section 2 leads to the following
result.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the conditions (a) — (a2) are satisfied. Let {\¢}82, be the
set of ordered eigenvalues for (3.4) (counting their algebraic multiplicity) and let {33 , be

the corresponding set of orthonormal eigenfunctions. Also let {\P}r_, be the ordered vv of
eigenvalues (counting their algebraic multiplicity) for

S1 S81

Bo |:|=A]:1], (3.5)
Sn Sn
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where
16 0 0 - 0 0 0
Br az B2 0 0 0 0
0 B2 az Bz 0 0 0
0 0 B33 ag 0 0 0

. i —1
Boo :=diag(Ly',-- Lata)|1 ir re | (3.6)

0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0
0 00 0  O0ap2fPu-2 O

0 0 0 0 + 0pBn-2an-1Pn-1
oOo 0 0 0 - 0 0 PBn-1 oan

ap
Lig =x — Tp—1, k=1,...,n, ar = or + Lo,

1

Ap—1 ap An—1
on = 3° + 5 Len k=2,....,n—1, a,= 5 + Ly, (3.7)

e—1 x n—1

aBo=—zf, k=12..,n-1,
k

and let {¢P}r_, be the corresponding set of orthonormal eigenfunctions.
Then

i) A — \® as d — oo for each k=1,2,---,n,
ii) Xf — co as d — oo for all k > n,
iti) ||¢¢ — Ed | 1201) — 0 as d — oo for every k =1,2,--- ,n, where

C1, TE (gin)
Be=1¢: : : for c= (ci,ca,+ + ,cn) € R™ (3.8)

Cn, T € (Es, By)

Theorem 3.1 will follow from Corollary 2.11 and Lemma 3.2 below, in which we establish
a suitable compact convergence property.

Lemma 3.2. For each d € [1,00) let Xy = L*(0,1) and By : D(By) C L*(0,1) — L*(0,1)
be given by

Byu = —(aug)e + u for uw € D(By) = {u € H*(0,1) : uz(0) = uz(1) = 0}. (3.9)

Then {Ba}aep co) is of the class CC(L*(0,1)). In fact,

By 5 Bw,

where the operator Bs : Xoo — Xoo 18 given by the matrix in (3.6) on the Hilbert space
Xo = R™ with the scalar product

1 n(Toor Yoo) Xoo = D_, LiTEWE, Too = (Thos +++ Too) Yoo = (Yoor- + +» Uo) € Xoo,

k=l

and the connecting map E : Xoo — L*(0,1) is defined by (3.8) (thus the connecting maps do

not depend ond > 1).
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Proof. Consider Bo, : R* — R" given by the matrix

ar f1 0 0 0 0 0
B1 az B2 0 - 0 0 0
0 fB2 az B3 0 0 0

_
0 0 B3 ag + 0 0 0

Be™=|1185~ § ¥ § |» (3.10)0000 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 «+ 0an-2 Bn-2 0
0 0 0 0 + 0pPBn-2 an-1Pn-1
00 0 O 0 0 Bn-1 Qn

Consider also symmetric coercive bilinear forms bg : HY(0,1) x H(0,1) = R, d > 1, and
boo i Xoo X Xoo — R,

1

bales) = / (aad!+ ods,
Fi a n—1 (3.11)

bool, &) =D oes = 61)1)(& — éj-1+2 Ls cj,j=1
where ¢ = (co, ¢1, ++ »Cn-1), € = (60, é1,..+,6n-1), Lj = Tj31 —z;and j=0,1,--- ,n— 1.J (0, 1) is cinpeberized as the minimizer of the func-

(9, ©) 12(0,1) € R; i.e.

i

_ _ : bal, © }[ou=_min {3ute0- [00
:

1 !
112 2 /= B +¢%) — IJin{5 | (@(@)eT+¢7)—|

9%

For m = (mg, my, ,Mn-1) € Xoo, the solution r of Bor = m is the solution of

Thus the solution u of Bath ~ €
tional H'(0,1) 3 (¢, ) = 3ba(p, ¥) —

~~

1
Pd © = bau, u

Ber = Drm, where Dy, := diag(Lo,...,Ln-1), (3.12)

and thus it is characterized as the minimizer of the functional R" > s — L1beo(s, 5) -
(m,s) x. € R; namely,

1~
Hoo + = z=") - (m, I) Xoo

n—1wf-m(S tes ~1 EON LE Lym}.
J=0

We now denote by M : L?(0,1) — Xthe operator given byI Lg— (220 222 ¥ Ono L2(0.1Mg ( TL Loa ), g&br(0, 1],

and we will show that

if m:= Mg then Jim f= Hos (3.13)
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Given ky, ..., kn_1 € R define pg € H*(0,1), d > 1, by

ko, x € 0, Br
— 4],

l
vale) =<ki j = gd(gp — x; + 4), z€ly;— Ya; +4],5=12...,n-1,

ky, w€ (5;1 5301 — 12, j=12,...,n—1,
we obtain

1 1 1 1 1

<3/ +g| w- [ gba

n—1 :
iy

1 wr ray) kj — kj)? 2<y/ Ly (Ge ar;
| + lal’)

j=1Y%i=7 J

k? fs Re La B

+5 (3-7) 7 2 lem 7) — (ai +l
n—1 zj+3l z1—-3h n—1 zip1— 3a-x/ phat 9+ 0k| 9].
— Jz;—1l; 0 — z+;J=1 3d" Jj=1 9 aud

Since
xj+3l; zj+3l/ [g|* — 0, / gg —0 as d —o0, j=1,2,...,n— 1.

i= gli i— li
Litathen recalling that L; = zj41 — x; and my; = L7 HI gi J =0,1,...,—1, we get

n—1 n— Lr n—1
)

1
limsup pa < 5D 7(ky —kj-1)+23Lia 2 Limiks (3.14)

This ensures that lim sup,_. fa < foo and we will byl below hat lim infy oo fa > foo, for
which we first write

1 1

5
1

Hd = 5 [ au” + u*] — / gu
0 0

0 1 iL
n—1 Ti+ 1 T1— = 1

n—1 zjp1—-LL
atu? + = u® + = / , u?>3%4 5), 32 mtd (3.15)

z1~3 n—1 wir kL n—1 Fytd
_ / qu + / y qu + > / v gu]

j=1 Yt j=1Y%i=7

Note that for j = 1,...,n — 1 we have
tk tL A

zi+F Ti+T } zit 2 ) I I
d, 12 a; ,2 a ’ ay 7 7) 2[as [7 Sere (7 0) = fe +) ue =)yf Ti 7 Wei—% j

lw ; Uy
Next, since in each of the intervals [z; + Z,Tj41 — far) the diffusion coefficient a becomes

1
1 : zj1= LE

larger than e;d and we knowthat f, a%w* remains bounded as d — oo, then de; [~*~ * o/ :
z;+5
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is bounded for all d sufficiently large and hence
/ d—ooIUl,tin) 0. (3.16)

Furthermore boundedness of the L?(0,1)-norm of u as d — oo implies boundedness of the

average [5 u as d — oo.
Consequently, using Poincaré inequality, from any sequence d,, — oo we can choose a

subsequence (denoted the same) such that u = ud" converges almost everywhere on (z;, Zj41)
to a certain constant, which we denote by 7;, 7 = 0,1,...,n—1. Actually, choosing a certain
z € (xj,41) such that |u(z) —r;| — 0 as d,, — oo, we infer that

u(x; + dil) — rj) < Jule) =r] + lulz) = ul; + dg")
z zj1—-Ltt

7 Garisfu) =r+], <ul) — rl + / TT ps0,zj+gh

(3.17)

Similarly, choosing a certain z € (z;-1,z;) such that |u(z) —r;_1| — 0 as d, — oo we obtain

lulz; — dl) — rial < ful ) = rial + [u(y — dil) — u(z)]n Yja a= (3.18)

=u) —rymil +1 [wl S lle) rial + [CT WEST
zjo1—-42

We also remark that 4/ uy gu — 0 as d, — oo. (3.19)
Tian

Combining now (3.15)-(3.19) and choosing a subsequence of {d,} if necessary (denoted
the same) we infer that

-1 n—1 n-1.. 1 a;lim inf juq4, >Z 5>TAGi — 11)? + > Lyr?] — > Lymirg 2 thes.
j=1 4=0 7=0

Thus (3.13) is proved and we infer that r obtained above is a unique minimizer of the
functional R" 3s — Lhe (s, s) — (m,s)x., € R so that r = B'm where m is as in (3.13).
In particular, recalling from (3.8) that Er is a ‘step function’ such that Er(z) = r; for

z € (zj_1,;) we conclude from what was said above that
n x;

NB i; d—oo
| Bz lg — EBM|| 1201) =||lu— Er||72.1) = > lu(x) — r;|*dz “=° 0. (3.20)

— Jugs

Next we suppose that hq € L%(0,1), d > 1, he € Xo and hy --» hoo; that is

d—ooha — Ehooll 20,1) — 0.

Since |B; L20,1)) < C, where C' is a constant which does not depend on d, then
d——+o0|B: (ha — Ehoo)l| 2201) € Cllha — EhoollL2(0,1y — 0. (3.21)
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On the other hand letting Fhe =: g we obtain from (3.20):

|B; Ehoo — EBM(Ehso) 2201) = |B7'g -_— EBMgl||r2(0,1) “bem 0. (3.22)

Thus from the relations (3.21)-(3.22) and from the fact that M Eh, = he we infer that
| By ha — EBhool| r2() — 0 as d — oo; that is

Bi hy => Bl hoo.

Condition (ccl) required in the Definition 2.3 can be now obtained with the similar argu-
ment as above because ||gn||z2(0,1) = 1 implies for uw, = By! gn With d,, — co that

i. 1/ An / 2 = bi(tert) = [9a Boy = 1s

consequently, the average I u, is bounded and (3.16) holds with d = d,,. a
Having proved Theorem 3.1 we now turn our attention to the nonlinear problem (3.1).

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that the conditions (a1) — (as) are satisfied.
Then, there is a C° semigroup {Sa(t)} of global solutions corresponding to (3.1) in H'(0,1)

which possesses a global attractor Ay. Furthermore, the union Ugep co)Aq 1s bounded in
£2210, 13.

Proof. Since H*(0,1) — L*(0,1), then (3.1) is locally well posed in H'(0,1). Note also that
the linear semigroup {e®¢‘} is monotone and the solutions of the ODE

U=fU), UO) =U, eR, (3.23)

are the solutions of (3.1) through «(0) = U(0). Using comparison, if ¢ + u(t, uo) is a solution
of (3.1) with initial condition ug, ||ug||Le(0,1) < Up, we obtain that

u(t, wo) (z)| < U(t, Uo)

as long as this solution exists. Since, by the dissipativeness assumption, (3.23) has a global
attractor, there is also a global attractor Ay for (3.1). Finally, if ¢4 € Ag, then ry, <
ba() < Tmax, Where 7imin, Tmax are the extremal equilibria for (3.23) (see [17]). a

We consider next in L?(0, 1) subspaces

Ya = span|¢f, Bs te , 4], (3.24)

where ¢¢, ¢¢, ++, ¢% are the first n eigenfunctions of By, and denote by Yi the orthogonal
complement of Y; in L?(0,1). Then x € L?*(0,1) can be decomposed as

x=v¢+w! =vlef +... +ulel + ut, d>1,
where

vf = (xX; 89) 12(0,1) for =1,2,...,m,
and

wt = x — vid —... — vied.
Combining the results already proved in this subsection with Theorem 2.19 we obtain the

following conclusion.
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Corollary 3.4. Let f(s) be a bounded, globally Lipschitz function such that f(s) = f(s) +s
for TE [— Trin Tmaz) f(s) == Tmax for $8 > Tmax and f(s) = Tmin for s < "min, where "min; "max

are the extremal equilibria for (3. 23). Then,
i) the Nemitskii operator F associated with f is of the class F(L*(0,1),C), whereas

{=Bua}aepi,00) is of the class CC(L*(0, 1)) NH(L*(0,1), M, 8),

ii) there is a global attractor Ay for the problem

4 =—Bgu+ fu), t>0 3.25te € L2(0,1),
(8.25)

and Ay = Ay; in particular for any solution uq(t) of (3.1) ‘lying’ on the global attractor Ag
we have that

u?(t)() € [Tmin, Tmax], © € [0,1], t ER,
#1) the problem (3.25) can be viewed as

v= Agvd + Hv, w?),
3.26

w? = —Bgw® + G(v?, w?), a2)
where

}
vt = (vd... oo Ag = diag(=X%,..., —=\%), = (HY,..., HY), (3.27)

Hi (wt?) = (f(vief +... + vies +0),rn go, pens Thy

o ~
2 3.28

G4, wh) = f(vfot + Aude? + w?) - 2H, Nel, j= 1; 2) =~ 0,
( )

and there exist Lipschitz maps £3: Yq — Yi, d = dy, such that

12:5 (Wa)llz20,1) = 0 as d — oo uniformly for ya € Ya (3.29)

and
Ay = Ay CcSy= {v e L*(0, 1): x=vya+ Yu(ya); ya € Ya}.

where Sy is an exponentially attracting invariant manifold for (3.25) and Yy is as in (3.24).

Using the decomposition L?(0,1) = Y; @ Y; and Corollary 3.4 we obtain the following
two lemmas.

Lemma 3.5. Ifd > B and u(t) is a solution of (3.1) ‘lying’ on Ay, then
i) u(t) = vi(t)gd +... + vl(t)l + w(t), where v(t), w(t) satisfy

#0) = —Mv;(t) + (Fut), ¢¢9) xa, T=nn
. . 3.30

w(t) = ~ Baw (9) + Fle) — S(T),xa (3:30

j=1

it) for each j = ,n functions vi(t) : R — R, d € [1,00), are equicontinuous and
equibounded,
iii) w(t) has the property that

w(t) || 20,1) 428° 0 uniformly for t € R. (3.31)
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Proof. Part i) is straightforward. From Theorem 3.1 we know that {\4} and {1651 220.1) }

are bounded uniformly with respect to d > 1 for every j = 1,...,n. From Corollary 3.4 we
also know that ||u?|| (1) < 7. Hence both vi(t) = (ud(t), $3) r2(0,1) and v§(t) are bounded
uniformly with respect to the parameter d > 1, which proves ii). Finally, from Corollary 3.4
iii) we have

w(t) = Sif ()g] +... + va(t)en),
so that part iii) is a consequence of (3.29). O

Lemma 3.6. If d — co and u® is a solution of (3.1) ‘lying’ on Ag, then
i) there is a subsequence, denoted the same, and functions v5® R—R,j=1,...,n, such
that uniformly for t in bounded time intervals

dp—o0vik (t) STR (t),

u(t) — E@PEF +... + v2 (0)20) “=0 (3.32)

and, by Lipschitz continuity of f ;

r r oo oo 00 dp—0o0
IF (ud (8) — FE@P®T +... + v2 (O63) l20— 0.

Also
it) defining

Pi(s1,..-,82) = 8; for (s1,...8,) ER", j=1,...,m, (3.33)

and
} ~ }fp:=(foP,...,foP,) :R" = R" (3.34)

we have

FE@R@E +... + v2 t)¢2) = Efe (uR@)65 +... + o2(6)¢7)),
Fludk(t)) --» Ep(vP (1)+... + ve (HY),

and
k—00r ; r 0 00 00 co co d(Fu ()), 7) 12001) — (BER (0° (£)9° +... + v7 (O87), EP) 1200] — 0.

Furthermore,
iii) for each j =1,2,...n the limit function vj® solves

0° (t) = = APv (1) + (Ep (uP (ST +... + VT (67), 657) Xo (3.35)

Proof. Part i) follows from Lemma 3.5. Part ii) is a consequence of i). For the proof ofiii)
we first remark that

(Eos, Eos) 12(0,1) = (Boos Yoo) Xoo for d > 1, Boos Peo € Koo:

Then writing the first equations in (3.30) in the integral form
t t

0) = oh) =[ui(s)ds + [ (Fut(s) 6) mands
0 0

and passing to the limit we obtain
t tW2(t) = v°(0) — x [ ws)+ | E(u (8)65° +... + v2(5)62), 65°) xe=dls,

0 0

for every j = 1,...,n. Thus each v5° (t) is differentiable and we get the result. O
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Remark 3.7. Recall from Corollary 3.4 that for u(t) ‘lying’ on the attractor Ag, we have
that u(t)(x) € [Pmin, Tmax] for allt € R and x € [0,1]. Also note that (3.32) implies that
for each fized t € R a certain subsequence exists, denoted the same, such that

u(t) (z) — E(u) +... + vp (t)en) for ae x € (0,1).

Letting v(t) = v°()$5° +... + v(t)this ensures that Bv®(t) € [Fmin, Tmax] and hence

v(t) € [Pmin, Tmax)” for every t ER.
We now obtain the following conclusion.

Corollary 3.8. If di — oo and u® is a solution of (3.1) ‘lying’ on Ag, for a certain
subsequence which we denote the same, we have that
: ; dj,—00 .

i) (u(t), 85) p20) “= (Bv®, B®) 201) = (V(t), 07) xr J = 1,001
i) v®° : R — R"™ is a solution of the system of ordinary differential equations in R™

°° = —Boov™® + fp(v™°) + v~° (3.36)

with fp = (fo Py,..., fo P,) : R* = R",
iii) v(t) € Ag for every t € R where A is the global attractor for (3.36).

Proof. Parts i) follows from Lemma 3.6 and Remark 3.7. Concerning part ii) note that, if

(,")rn denotes the standard scalar product in R" and Dy, Bs are as in (3.12), then

(Woo Zoo) Xoo = (Woos DLZeo)Rn = (DL Woo, Zoo Br fOr Wes; Zz € Xe (3.37)

Then from (3.35) and Remark 3.7 we infer that
(6%, 93) xo — (Ep (v7°(5)) + v™(8), 677) xe = (v7, = Boot") Xoo

= (1°, =DBao? )rn = (v°, = BoodPT)rn = (—Boov™, $5 )rn

= (=D; Boov™, Dro re = (—Boot™, D9 rn = (—Baot™, $57) xo
for each j = 0,...,n, which gives the result.

For the proof of iii) we recall that for each j = 1,...,n condition (3.3) reads sf(s) <
0s% + Cy (recall that 0 < 0) whenever |s| > so and constants sp > 0, Cp > 0 are suitably
chosen. Consequently, using (3.37) and bilinear form boo defined in (3.11) we observe that,
as long as the solution u of (3.39) exists,

1d
5 gill, = (~ Boot, xe + {fp (w) + u)xe = (= D1Bootty thn + (Ep (u) + u, w) xo

= —boo(u,u) +) Lisat f (uy) + lullk,, < Olu
j=1

%w + Co.

The existence of the global attractor is now straightforward and {v>(t) : t € R} is contained
in the attractor as this latter set is bounded and invariant. Od

Summarizing the consideration of this subsection we have proved that the following the-
orem holds.

Theorem 3.9. Suppose that the conditions (a1) — (a3) are satisfied.
Then,
i) there are the global attractors Ag for (3.1) in H'(0,1),
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i) there exist functions I : Yq — Yj-, d > do, such that

Aq C {x =ya+ 25a), ya € Ya},

and
1Z5(Ya) ll 220.1) = 0 as d — oo uniformly for yg € Ya,

where Yy = span[¢?, ¢g,--- ,¢3] and ¢¢,¢4,- ++ ,¢% are the eigenfunctions corresponding to
the first eigenvalues of By in L*(0,1).
iii) the flow on Ag is given by

ult, 7) = vi(t) + SH) (x), t ER, z € (0,1),

where

04(t) = Agu? (2) + H(t), Z3(v(t))), (3.38)

Ag is as in (3.27), H* = (H{,--- HY) and

HE (w(t), hv (1)= (f(0*(2), Za), #5)ra) J = 1,2, ms
w) the family of attractors {Aq}asa, is upper semicontinuous at infinity relatively to E; that
18,

sup inf ||[Ya — E¥oo|lL2(00) — 0 as d — oo,
Ya€A4 Yoo€Aco

where A, is the attractor for the semigroup defined in R™ by the system of ordinary differ-
ential equations of the form

on uy flur)+uHEHEi. Un Fun) +un

Remark 3.10. Recall that the flow of (3.39) is structurally stable in As if for any suitably
small C* perturbation of the vector field the resulting equation has a global attractor A and
the flow in A is topologically equivalent to the flow in A. Note that if the flow in As is
structurally stable, applying Proposition 2.27 instead of Theorem 2.19, then the flow in Aq
is topologically equivalent to the flow in A.

, teR, (3.39)

3.2. Spatial homogeneity in atmospherics’ type problem. We will consider a bounded
domain which decomposes into finitely many regions in which diffusivity is very large and
the mass transfer is appropriately balanced at the boundaries.

This occurs in the air pollution modeling (see [31]), where the domain can be viewed as
an interstitial air, including subregions; the droplets.

We thus assume that © C R® is a bounded domain with smooth boundary I" and that €2;,

1 <i <n, are the subdomains of Q with smooth boundaries I'; satisfying Q NG, = () for all

1<i<j<n. We also let Q:=Q\ UL, Q, and denote by 7 the outward normal vectorto
I" and by 7; the inward normal vector to I'; (i = 1,2,...,n). For simplicity of the notation
we assume from now on that |Q;| = 1 for every i = 1,2,--- ,n, which will not lower in any
essential way generality of the consideration.
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Our primary concern will be the eigenvalue problem ofthe form

—d; Au; + u; = Au; in &, w=0,1,25:n0
ad,2_“%

on I, (3.40)

dogs = weoy = (ww) on Ij, i=1,---,n.
Since the diffusivities become very large one expect to exhibit in the analysis that the solu-

tions will become homogeneous in each of the subregions.
Letting for do, ...,d, € [1,00)

d := min{dp, dy, ...,dn}
we will show that the compact convergence approach of Section 2 lead to the following result.

Theorem 3.11. Denote by {\¢}2, the ordered set of eigenvalues for (3.40) (counting its al-

gebraic multiplicity) and let {$3}, be the corresponding set of orthonormal eigenfunctions.
Also denote by {\}52, the ordered set of segs for

140)" 8, IT) —|Q0] 7T =ITal -
—|Q0|~|Ta|

—|C1] 1+|Ty| 0 : 0 So So

— IT] 0 14F2] : l=], (3.41)

: : : TE, 0 Sn Sn
—|Tn| 0 0 ce 1+|Tr|

and let {¢°}52, be the corresponding set of orthonormal eigenfunctions.
Then we have

Mo AP asd —o00, k=1,2,--,n+1.
ii) A — oo for all k >n +1.
14) ||— dP L200) xx L2(@n) — 0 as d — co for every k=1,2,--- ,n +1.

The proof of Theorem 3.11 will follow from the abstract results of Corollary 2.11 and from

Lemma 3.15 below.
Throughout the rest of this subsection we consider the Hilbert space

L? := L*(Qp) x --- x L*(Qy,), d € 1,00),
with the inner product

nv= U;Vq, u= (up, Un), v=_(vo, 0) €L?
1=0 Qi

and let
X;=12 del,00).

We also define
H! = HY(Q) x... x H'(Q,)

and consider bilinear forms ay : H* x H! — R, d > 1, given by the formula

aq(w,z) = > / (d; Vw; Vz; + w;z;) +> (wi — wo) (2 — 20), W,z € H". (3.42)
i=0 7S i=1 VTi

We remark that
aa(u, u) > ulin, ve HY, d>1, (3.43)
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and that the estimate known from from trace theorem,

[92 < cll®llare), ¥ € H(Q), i=0,...,m,
implies the relation

|laq(u, v)| < c|uflm|v), u,v eH.
The form ay : H' x H' — R given by (3.42) is thus symmetric, continuous and coercive.
and Riesz theorem together with Lax-Milgram lemma lead to the following conclusion.

Proposition 3.12. For all d > 1 the form aq defines a linear operator Aq which is an
isomorphism from H! to its dual (H'). Aq considered with the domain

Xl={ueH": Au € X4}

is then a linear selfadjoint positive definite operator in Xq which is an isomorphism from Xx;

(considered with the graph norm) onto Xg.

In addition, since the embedding H' — Xj is compact, we have that

Corollary 3.13. A7', d > 1, is a compact operator.

Remark 3.14. The problem (3.40) can be viewed in the abstract form
Agu = du, (3.44)

where Aq is given by Corollary 8.12. Also, one can observe that

Ag = diag(—doA,...,—d,A) + Id (3.45)

on the domain
dv dv dv;

D(Ag) ={veXs:vu € H*(Q)), iT =0, Voz Fr — BD) r, = (vi —vo)|r, }-

In what follows we verify the compact convergence property that is needed to apply Corol-
lary 2.11 of Section 2.

Lemma 3.15. With the notation as in this subsection we have that {Ag}aep,o0) 5 Of the
class CC(L?). In fact

Ay a Ao)
where the operator Ay, =: Xoo — Xoo is given by

14[Q|"tS Ti] =]71] —[Q0|7 C2 = —[0] 7} Tal
—ITy] 141 0 os 0

Ape = oN 0 HET] i (3.46)
] : ; ER 0

—|Tn| 0 0 sn 14|Tn|

on a Hilbert space Xoo = R™ equipped with the inner product

(r,s), = |Qolroso + >» ris, r= (rp «=: Tp); 8= (Sg + 3n) € Xoo,
i=1

and the connecting map E : Xoo — L? is given by

E(ho,... hn) = (hoy... hn) € L?, (ho,... hn) € Xoo,

(thus the connecting maps are independent of d € [1,00)).
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Proof. Let ag : H! x H' — R be given by (3.42). Let us also introduce the operator
As : Xoo = Xoo,

Ao i= diag(|),1,...,1) Aw, (3.47)
and a symmetric coercive bilinear form do, : Xoo X Xoo — R defined by

CW = 0lsto + Yat +3Insi — so)() (ts — to).

The solution u € H! of the equation Aqu = g with g € Xj; is then characterized via Lax
Milgram Theoremas

Lys= Saul u) — (g,u) = min { 2 aq(v,v) — (g v)}veH!

If
D = diag (JQ; 15+ +31) (3.48)

then the solution of A,r = m is the solution of Aor = Dm and it can be characterized via
relation

fo 2550 Seal, r) — (m,r)e = ninn {5i(5,9) —(m, 8)}
— min {51 (1920] + > IT3])s2 + 30 +100) 82) = SIT] 08: — (m, S)eo

i=1

We will make use of an auxiliary map P : 2 — Xoo,

Pg = P(go,---,9n) = (Gos --»3n), (3.49)

where
= ou| gi for i=0,1,...,n. (3.50)

We will now prove that
if m= (go,...,9n) then Lim bg = thsgs (3.51)

—00

Actually, since r = (7,71, ++ ,7,) can be viewed as an element of H', it is easy to see that
Ii & lass

This implies the relation lim sup, ld < loo. Below we show that liminfy oo lg 2 lo.
Note that for any s € X,, we have

Bh0 (di Vas 2 + 2) +3 o-wr) ELHo[=r [low oof}-3 [odo sd+te
Since I4 is bounded as d — co then d; fo,[Vu;|* and J, |ui|* are also bounded as d — oo.
In particular

1; is bounded as d — oo and | Va, |? ZR (3.52)
Q;
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Writing now explicitly the dependence of u on d we thus infer via Poincaré inequality
that whenever d* "=F co there is a subsequence (which we denote the same) and a certain
§ € X, such that

n
i a> ld = Billy “570 (3.53)

i=0
; Kaand consequently, since alsoi fo. IV (ud — 5;)[* “= 0 then

n
~ dk —Su = Silla, “70. (3.54)

i=1

Hence lim infg_oo Ag > Moo and (3.51) is proved.
.From what we said above we infer that

Sau (u,0) — (g,u)r2 — 500(8,8) —(m, 8) = leo

This implies that § coincides with the unique minimizer r of Go, so that (3.53) actually reads
n

So wd —rp =o. (3.55)
i=0 Yk

Consequently, recalling that P and m are as in (3.49) and (3.51),

|A5lg — AZPgl|. = [47g — AZm|. = Iu? — rlle: “= 0. (3.56)

We will now show the convergence At --» AZl. Consider hy € X; and hy € Xsuch
that hy --» hy. Since E; = E behaves like identity; that is EAZ'h., is just a constant
function Ah, we want to prove that

|A7 hy — AZ hoe — 0. (3.57)

Since ||A7"||L(xy < C, where C is a constant which does not depend on d, we have

143 hy — A7' Bhool< Cllhy — Ehegllze = 0. (3.58)

On the other hand PEh,, = h, so that using (3.56) with g = Eh
IA7' Ehg — AZ hole = [|A7'g — AZ Pelle: == 0. (3.59)

Thus (3.57) follows from (3.58) and (3.59).
Condition (ccl) required in the Definition 2.3 can be now obtained with the similar argu-

ment as above because we obtain that [gk= 1 implies for uy = Aj'g: where d* — oo
the estimate

> / (A Vaal? + Jugal?) < age (u, 0) = [lgillEz = 1;

i=0 VS

consequently, the relation (3.52) holds true. 0
1

Remark 3.16. The minimizer s* of the functional s — 5Goo(8, s)— (s,m) is actually given
as wl =(U4 IT)Hm Dylsg + my

Sp = n — ’ Sg — )OT Ql + Xi (T+ |Ta]) HT yr 1+ |] j=12,.- » 10,



whereas the eigenvalues of (3.40) (thus the eigenvalues of Aq) are given by

A = min ico Jo, (dil Vil? +90) +2Jr, (6 — 0)?
Yio Jo, 9%

where Vj_; is the subspace generated by the first k — 1 eigenfunctions.

: (¢o, 1, a. , $n) ek br}

We will now proceed with the analysis of the nonlinear problem of the form

Ki di+ fiw), 120, € Dy 1=0,1...,n
02% —0, t>0, ze,“% Ou;

(8:60)

dogg = digg = (w=), t>0, z€Ts i= leu.
ui (0,2) = x:(xz), z€8, i=0,...,n,

where d;, 4 = 0,1,...,n, are positive constants and

fi : R — R are bounded and globally Lipschitz functions

satisfying dissipativeness conditions lim sup ——=
Jifils))

|s|—o0 Si
<8, <0. (3.61)

With the notation as in this subsection the problem (3.60) can be viewed in the abstract
form as

v= —Apu+FU au + Fu) +u (3.62)
u(0) = x,

where F : L2 — L? is the Nemitskii operator associated to the map f : R™*! — R™*!,

f(s) = (fo(s0), E®Ey Foak8n)) for s= (50, see po) ES R™, (3.63)

and Ag, d > 1, is the operator defined in Proposition 3.12 (see also Remark 3.14) and

xX (x0, X15 * - Xo) c L2.

Remark 3.17. Note that (3.62) is globally well posed in L? as Aq is selfadjoint in L* and
FL? — L? is a globally Lipschitz function. Furthermore, multiplying the first equation in
(3.62) by u in L? and using (3.43) together with dissipativeness conditions (3.61) we obtain

dlSula = —aa(uw) + (PF) + u,u)is < Olfulfi + Co (3.64)

where max;—o,. »0; < 0 <0 and Cy is a certain positive constant that does not depend on
d > 1. Consequently, the solutions of (3.62) satisfy the estimate

Colull< lu(0)|f2e* —
==, t>0, d>1. (3.65)

Since the resolvent of A, is compact Remark 3.17 leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 3.18. For each d > 1 the problem (3.62) defines a C° semigroup in L? which
has a global attractor Ag. FUTEETIRATE, the union of attractors Ug>1Aq4 is contained in a ball

Or(0) in L? of radius R = —S¢ around zero.
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Defining F : L? — L? by

I
oo Fy) + 1, l|%]|L2 =< R,Fy) = -1FY) + Rl[¥llg, lee > R,

we will consider next the Cauchy problem

w= —Agu + F(u),
u(0) = x.

Now both {—Ag}aep,00) is of the class CC(L?) N'H(L?, M, 0) and F is of the class F(L?, C).
Also, the solutions of (3.66) satisfy the estimate (3.65) so that there is a global attractor Ay

and Ay C Ok(0); consequently,

(3.66)

Ay= A, forevery d>1. (3.67)

Applying to the problem (3.66) the abstract Theorem 2.19 of Section 2 and taking into
account Proposition 3.18 and (3.67) we obtain the following result.

Theorem 3.19. Given 4, j=1,...,n+1 as in Theorem 8.11 define in Xq, d > 1, the
projected spaces

Yq = span, ¢3, + dials d 2 1,

and decompose x € L? as

y=vl+wl =v+... +ootrule, dY)
where

f= (912 for j=1,...,n+1, wh =x — ved —. =vgl.
Then, for each d sufficiently large,

i) the problem (3.62) has a global attractor Ay and

Asc {x€eL?: x =va+ Zia), va € Ya},

where TF: Yy — Yj- is a certain Lipschitz continuous map satisfying
d—oo

sup 125(va)llLz — 0, (3.68)

ii) the flow on A4 is given by

u(t) = OHt)p] + t+ vy (0) Pra + Za(v(®)), (3.69)

where

v(t) = —Advd(t) + (F(u?(t) + Si(v(t))) + v(t) + Sav? (2), ¢5)r (3.70)

Jorg = lisse+ 1
Proof. We merely remark that Xj actually defines an exponentially attracting invariant man-
ifold S; for (3.66), which contains A, = A, and that F=F+1Idon Ay. O
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We now show that the ‘limit’ problem can be viewed as the system of ordinary differential
equations:

dp = fo(uo) + [Qo] 221 [Til (ws — uo),

i = fiw) + ITs|(vo — uy),
(3.71)

Up = Flin) + IT] (uo - Un).

Remark 3.20. Note that there is a global attractor for (3.71) (denoted by A) as, multi-
plying the first equation in (3.71) by |Q|uo, the others by u; fori =1,...,n respectively and
summing the results we get

ull= (du) xe = 3 Tels — wo)?
i=1

where f = (fo,..., fa). Using next dissipativeness condition from (3.61) we obtain
d
Luly, < Outi. +O,

which is a counterpart of (3.64). Note also that (3.71) can be rewritten as

uw =—Axu+ f(u) + u. (3.72)

Lemma 3.21. If d* — oo and {u®(t)} is a sequence of the solutions of (3.62);_, such

that u?" (t) ‘lies’ on the global attractor Ag, then there is a subsequence, denoted the same,
which converges in L*-topology to a certain bounded function uv: R — R™+! c L? which is a
solution of (3.72).

Proof. ;From Theorem 3.11 we know that {Af} and {||¢f[lr2}, j = 1,...,n + 1, remain
bounded as d — oo. From Proposition 3.18 we also know that ||u||,z < R. Hence both
v$(t) and f(t) are functions from R to R bounded uniformly with respect to the parameter
d>1.

Thus there is a subsequence of the sequence v¥* (t) = v&* (£)¢¢" +... + vey, ()¢% 1, k € N,
denoted the same, and there are certain bounded functions v§° : R — R, j =1,...,n +1,
such that if v(t) = v(t)+... + veo (t)d5 then

v¥ (t) — v(t) in L? uniformly for ¢ in compact time intervals.

Since (3.68)-(3.69) hold we actually have that
u® (t) — v(t) in L? uniformly for ¢ in compact time intervals

and, due to the Lipschitz continuity of F': L? — L?,

F(v(t) + Zh(v?(t))) — F(v™>(¢)) in L* uniformly for ¢ in compact time intervals.

Writing now (3.70) in the integral form and passing to the limit we get for every j =
1,...,n+1

ve = v0) — AYP / v5°(s)ds + | (f(s) + v2(s), $57) xo ds;
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that is v5° is differentiable and

5 = XR + (FE) +076), 6a, T= Lent
Consequently we get

(1%, 05°) Xoo = (°°, = A003") Xoo + (f(V7(5)) +07(5), 7) Xe) T= 1,+ 1.

If (-,-)gnt1 denotes the standard scalar product in R"*! and D is as in (3.48), then

(Woo, Zoo) Xeo = (Wooy DZoo)rr+1 = (DWeo, Zoo)rn+t fOr Woo, 200 € Xoo

so that recalling (3.47) we get
(0°, 05) x0 — (f(v™°(5)) + v7°(8), 877) Xoo = (V7) — A087") Xoo

= (1°, =D Axed) rntt = (1°, =A )rrtr = (—Aco¥™, 5 )gns1

= (=D Av, DP) gntr = (—Aeot™, DS) pnts = (—Av™, 65°) xo
for each j =1,...,n + 1, which gives the result. ad

Corollary 3.22. The family of attractors {Au}asd, is upper semicontinuous at infinity rel-
atively to E, where A, 1s a global attractor for (3.72).

Remark 3.23. One can see that the Nemitskii operator F associated to f defined in (3.63)
is also of class F(X$,C) and from the above results the vector field in (3.70) is a C' small
perturbation of the vector field in

85° = AU + (FR() +05), 6) xmr G= 1.00mi 1,

which is a counterpart of (3.71). Thus, if the flow in Ais structurally stable, then the flow
in Ag is topologically equivalent to the flow in A.
3.3. An example of compact convergence involving non self-adjoint operators.
Let us mention briefly that compact convergence property can also be established in the
analysis of equations involving non self-adjoint operators, for which we mention a sample
problem concerning a strongly damped wave equation of the form

wy + B2uy + Bau = f(u), 0O<z<l1,t>0,
u(x, 0) = up(z), w(z,0) =vo(z), 0<z <1, (3.73)

ug (0) = ug(1) = 0, t> 0,

where f : R — Ris a globally bounded globally Lipschitz continuous function and By is the
operator defined in (3.9). Let X§ = D(B$) with the graph norm a € R* and X;“ be the
completion of X; = L?(0, 1) with the norm |B; ||x,, @ € RT. We remark that (3.73) can
be viewed as the abstract parabolic problem

&=~Ly2+ Flz),
z(0) = 2p

(3.74)

in a Banachspace Vy i= Xg x X; 2. Here z = [4], 20 = [0], F([%]) = [jet], f°: Xa —
_1

X4 C X,? denotes the Nemitskii operator associated with f and the operator Lq_, is an
extension to Vy; of the operator

1 1

Ly: D(Ly) CXZ x Xqg— X7 x Xa, d>1,
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1

given on the domain D(Ly4) = Xj x XZ? in the matrix form
0 ILy= il.—By —B

We remark that £4 has compact resolvent, generates a compact C° analytic semigroup in
1

X? x X4 and its spectrum consists of isolated eigenvalues p= given by

1 3
EE = (—5 o£ Li where \{ € o(Ba), (3.75)

(see [18, Lemma A.1] and [8, Lemma 1]). We also remark that the same holds true for £y_,
in VV; (see [7, Lemma 2 and Proposition 5]) as L4_, can be viewed as the closure of Ly in the

1

extrapolated space generated by (Lq4, X7 x Xg) (see [1]).
Let us define the ‘limit’ operator Lo : Xoo X Xoo = Xoo X Xs aS

0 I
Loo = l=. oi] i

where X., is the Hilbert space defined in Lemma 3.2 and Bs is as in (3.6). Then the
operators eri : Vy — Yagand LI: Xoo X Xoo = Xoo X Xo can be viewed as

1 [og p= = I: Sect = [== 5], dz, £3 = [55 52]
If Eg: Yoo — Ya is defined by

Equus
Uco —Eq( Yoo )= [od moe)

where Ey : Xoo — Xg is given by (3.8) then, due to Lemma 3.2, B* “5 BZ!

i 5 Ly,
whichis the crucial property if one wishes to consider asymptotic properties of the perturbed
nonlinear problem (3.73) as d — oo.
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